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RS-485 is a solution for applications that need to communicate over longer dis-
tances or at higher speeds than RS-232 can handle. RS-485 also isn’t limited to
two devices. An RS-485 network can connect as many as 256 computers along
a single pair of wires. This chapter introduces RS-485 signals and interfacing.
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The interface commonly known as RS-485 is defined by TIA-485-A: Electrical
Characteristics of Generators and Receivers for Use in Balanced Digital Multi-
point Systems. A similar standard is ISO/IEC 8482.1993. A supplementary
document is TSB-89-A: Application Guidelines for TIA/EIA-485-A.

RS-485 has several advantages over RS-232:

• Low cost. The drivers and receivers are inexpensive and require just a single
+5V (or lower) supply to generate the required minimum 1.5V difference at
the differential outputs. In contrast, RS-232’s minimum output swing of
±5V requires dual supplies or expensive interface chips to generate the volt-
ages.
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• Networking ability. Instead of being limited to two devices, RS-485 is a
multidrop interface that can have multiple drivers and receivers. With
high-impedance receivers, an RS-485 network can have up to 256 nodes.

• Long links. An RS-485 cable can be as long as 4000 ft compared to
RS-232’s typical limit of 50 to 130 ft.

• Speed. The bit rate can be as high as 10 Mbps.

The cable length and bit rate are related. Lower bit rates allow longer cables.

Table 6-1 shows specifications for RS-485 and a related interface, RS-422,
which is limited to one driver and ten receivers but allows greater differential
voltages at inputs.

Unlike RS-232, RS-485 has no defined hardware lines for flow control. Some
applications can use Xon/Xoff flow-control codes. When not using flow con-
trol, software should use the alternate methods described in Chapter 2 to ensure
that the receive buffer doesn’t overflow.
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The main reason why RS-485 can transmit over long distances is its use of bal-
anced lines, which have excellent noise immunity. Each signal has a dedicated
pair of wires. The voltage on one wire equals the negative, or complement, of
the voltage on the other wire. The receiver detects the difference between the
voltages. Figure 6-1 illustrates. Another term for this type of transmission is dif-
ferential signaling.

TIA-485-A designates the two lines in a differential pair as A and B. At a typical
RS-485 driver, a TTL logic-high input brings line A more positive than line B,
while a TTL logic-low input brings line B more positive than line A. At the
RS-485 receiver, if input A is more positive than input B, the TTL output is
logic high, and if input B is more positive than input A, the TTL output is logic
low.

Referenced to the receiver’s ground, each input must be within the range -7V to
+12V. This range allows for differences in ground potential between the driver
and receiver. The maximum allowed differential voltage, or the difference
between the voltages on line A and line B, is ±6V.
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Balanced lines are quiet because the two signal wires carry nearly equal but
opposite currents. The currents reduce received noise because most noise is
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Figure 6-1: An unbalanced line uses one wire per signal while a balanced line uses 
two wires per signal. Both types of line must have a common ground reference.

Table 6-1: TIA-485 and TIA-422 are balanced interfaces. TIA-422 allows just one 
transmitter per line.
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Cable length @90 kbps, max. (ft), approximate 4000 4000
Cable length @10 Mbps.,max. (ft), approximate 50 50
Data rate, max. (bps) 10M 10M
Differential output (minimum, V) ± 2 ± 1.5
Differential output (maximum, V) ± 10 ± 6
Receiver sensitivity (V) ± 0.2 ± 0.2
Driver load, minimum (Ω) 100 60
Maximum number of drivers 1 32 unit loads
Maximum number of receivers 10 32 unit loads
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present more or less equally on both wires, and any noise voltage that shows up
on one line is canceled by an identical voltage on the other. The source of noise
can be signals on other wires in the cable or signals that couple into the wires
from outside the cable. A balanced receiver sees only the transmitted signal with
noise eliminated or very much reduced.

In contrast, in an unbalanced interface, the receiver detects the voltage differ-
ence between the signal wire and ground. When multiple signals share a ground
wire, each of the return currents induces voltages on the ground shared by all.
Parallel interfaces can have eight or more lines switching constantly, and even
serial interfaces often have two data lines and multiple status and control sig-
nals. If the ground connects to an earth ground, noise from other sources can
affect the circuits as well.

Another advantage to balanced lines is that they are immune, within limits, to
differences in ground potential between the driver and receiver. In a long cable,
the grounds at the driver and receiver may vary by many volts. On an unbal-
anced line, ground differences can cause a receiver to misread an input. A bal-
anced line can ignore mismatched grounds (up to a limit) because the receiver is
detecting the difference between the two transmitted signals.

In reality, RS-485 components are guaranteed to withstand ground differences
only up to the limit specified in their data sheets. A way to eliminate or reduce
ground-voltage problems is to isolate the line so the driver’s and receiver’s
ground potentials have no effect on the line. Chapter 7 shows ways to ensure
that a line’s ground potentials are within acceptable limits.
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Figure 6-2 shows the circuits inside an RS-485 driver and receiver. The compo-
nents shown are the same as the equivalent circuits in the data sheet for the
Texas Instruments SN75179B. Other RS-485 chips may differ in the details,
but the overall operation is much the same.

The schematic shows the drivers’ outputs and the receivers’ input and output
circuits along with the path current takes when the line transmits a TTL logic
high. Not shown are the circuits between the driver’s TTL inputs and the out-
put transistors and between the RS-485 receiver circuits and the TTL outputs.

A logic high at the driver’s TTL input causes transistors Q1 and Q4 to switch
on and Q2 and Q3 to switch off. The voltage on line A causes Q6 to switch on.
Current flows into Q6 and returns to the driver via the ground wire. In a simi-
lar way, the low voltage on line B causes Q7 to switch on, and current flows
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from Q7 into Q4, returning to the receiver via the ground wire. Line A is more
positive than line B, and the result is a logic high at the receiver’s TTL output.

Each driver’s current forms a complete loop from driver to receiver, then back
to the driver. A ground wire or other ground connection provides a return path
for both signals. Because the two ground currents are equal and opposite, they
cancel each other, and the actual current in the ground wire is near zero.

If the line has multiple receivers, each behaves like the one shown. If the line
has termination resistors, current flows in these as well.

For a logic low, the situation is the reverse. Q2, Q3, Q5, and Q8 switch on, the
other transistors switch off, and the current in the wires flows in the reverse
direction.

Figure 6-2: The circuits inside an RS-485 driver and receiver.
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RS-485 interfaces typically use a single power supply of 3.3V or 5V, but the
logic levels at the drivers and receivers differ from the voltages used by 3.3/5V
TTL/CMOS logic chips. For a valid output, the difference between outputs A
and B must be at least 1.5V.

Figure 6-3 shows an RS-485 driver’s A and B pins when functioning as outputs,
each referenced to signal ground. The driver’s power supply is +5V. When A =
+4V, and B = +1V, the differential output (A - B) is +3V. When A = +1V and B
= +4V, the differential output is -3V.

If one output switches before the other, the combined differential output
switches more slowly, limiting the maximum bit rate of the line. Skew is the
time difference between the two outputs’ switching. RS-485 drivers are
designed to minimize skew. For example, Linear Technology’s LTC1685 guar-
antees a maximum skew of ±3.5 ns.

At the RS-485 receiver, the difference between A and B needs to be just 0.2V. If
A is at least 0.2V more positive than B, the receiver’s output is a logic high, and
if B is at least 0.2V more positive than A, the receiver’s output is a logic low. If
the difference between A and B is less than 0.2V, the logic level is undefined.

The difference between the requirements at the driver and receiver results in a
noise margin of 1.3V. The differential signal can attenuate or have noise spikes
as large as 1.3V, and the receiver will still see the correct logic level. The noise

Figure 6-3:  An RS-485 driver’s outputs, referenced to ground. Line B (bottom) is the 
inverse of line A (top).
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margin is less than on an RS-232 line, but RS-485’s differential signals cancel
most noise to begin with. Also, on most lines, the differential voltage is larger
than the minimum 1.5V, so the noise margin is larger. A driver powered at
3.3V can easily provide outputs that differ by 1.5V.

TIA-485-A defines logic 1 as the state where B > A and logic 0 as the state
where A > B. In RS-485 interface chips, a logic-high TTL input results in A >
B, and a logic-low TTL input results in B > A. In virtually every UART, a
logic-high voltage corresponds to a logic-1 data bit (or a Stop bit or idle line),
and a logic-low voltage corresponds to a logic-0 data bit (or Start bit).

Using these definitions, a logic 0 at a driver’s input results in a logic 1 on the
RS-485 line and a logic 0 at the receiver’s output. In reality, the logic-level defi-
nitions don’t matter as long as all of the computers agree on a convention.

Connecting a transceiver’s A pin to the cable’s B line and connecting the B pin
to the A line has the effect of inverting the signals. But swapping the lines to
invert the signal can cause trouble when you return later to modify or debug the
link and have long forgotten that you deliberately swapped the lines. Also, the
chips’ internal (and possibly external) biasing brings A high and B low, and
swapping the lines conflicts with these biasing circuits.
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The total current used by an RS-485 network varies with the impedances of the
components including drivers, cable, receivers, and termination components. A
low output impedance at the driver and a low-impedance cable enable fast
switching and ensure that the receiver sees the largest signal possible. A high
impedance at the receiver decreases the current on the line and thus reduces
power consumption.

When used, termination components can greatly increase the current a line
consumes. Many RS-485 lines have a 120Ω resistor across the differential lines
at each end of the line. The parallel combination of the resistors is 60Ω. The ter-
minations create a low-resistance path from the driver with a logic-high output,
through the terminations, and into the driver with a logic-low output. On short
cables at slow bit rates, you may be able to eliminate the termination entirely
and greatly reduce power consumption.

With no termination components, the receivers’ input impedance has the great-
est effect on the series resistance of the line. The total input impedance varies
with the number of enabled receivers and their input impedances. Chapter 7
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explains how to decide whether to use a termination and if so, what compo-
nents to use..

In addition to a 60Ω parallel termination, an RS-485 driver can drive receivers
that draw up to a total of 32 unit loads. TIA-485-A defines a unit load in terms
of current consumption. A receiver equal to one unit load draws no more than a
specified amount of current at input-voltage extremes specified by the standard.
When the received voltage is as much as +12V greater than the receiver’s signal
ground, a receiver equal to 1 unit load consumes no more than 1 mA. When
the received voltage is as much as 7V less than the receiver’s ground, the same
receiver consumes no more than -0.8 mA. To meet this requirement, a receiver
must have an input resistance of at least 12k between each differential input
and the supply voltage or ground, depending on the direction of current flow.

The resistance at each of the two differential inputs of a 1-unit-load receiver is
thus 12k. (This is the resistance from an input to ground or the supply voltage,
not the resistance between the two inputs.) Add a second receiver, and the par-
allel resistance of the combination drops to 6k. With receivers equivalent to 32
unit loads, the parallel resistance of the combined inputs is just 375Ω, or slightly
less due to leakage currents. 

This routine obtains the parallel input resistance for networks with receivers
equivalent to 2 to 32 unit loads:

�� Public Sub GetParallelInputResistance()

Const receiverInputResistance = 12000

Dim parallelInputResistance As Single = receiverInputResistance

For numberOfUnitLoads As Integer = 2 To 32

parallelInputResistance = _

((receiverInputResistance * parallelInputResistance) / _

(receiverInputResistance + parallelInputResistance))

Console.Write("With  " & numberOfUnitLoads)

Console.Write(" unit loads, parallel input resistance = ")

Console.WriteLine(Math.Round(parallelInputResistance))

Next numberOfUnitLoads

End Sub
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��� public void GetParallelInputResistance() 

{

const Int32 receiverInputResistance = 12000; 

Single parallelInputResistance = receiverInputResistance;

for (Int32 numberOfUnitLoads = 2; numberOfUnitLoads <= 32;

numberOfUnitLoads++ ) 

{

parallelInputResistance = 

((receiverInputResistance * parallelInputResistance) /

(receiverInputResistance + parallelInputResistance)); 

Console.Write("With  " + numberOfUnitLoads); 

Console.Write(" unit loads, parallel input resistance = "); 

Console.WriteLine(Math.Round(parallelInputResistance));

}

}

Receivers that are a fraction of a unit load have higher input resistances. For
example, the input resistance of a 1/8-unit-load receiver is 96k, and the total
parallel resistance of 32 of these receivers is 3k. A receiver that is a fraction of a
unit load may be slower than other receivers though some, such as the
1/8-unit-load MAX3088, can operate at up to 10 Mbps.

A line can have more than 32 unit loads if the network’s common-mode voltage
range is less than the maximum allowed or if the line’s differential load is greater
than 60Ω. Chapter 7 has more about common-mode voltages. Termination
components can reduce the maximum allowed number of unit loads.
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An RS-485 line can have a bit rate as fast as 10 Mbps or as long as 4000 ft but
not both at the same time. Longer cables require slower bit rates because the
cable’s capacitance slows the signal transitions. Figure 6-4 is a general guideline
for determining allowed bit rate for a cable length as recommended by
TIA-422.

At rates of up to 90 kbps, RS-485 and RS-422 support cable lengths of up to
1200 meters (4000 ft). At faster rates, the maximum allowed cable length
drops, to around 120 meters (400 ft) at 1 Mbps and 15 meters (50 ft) at 10
Mbps. The graph assumes an unshielded, terminated twisted pair with a wire
gauge (AWG) of 24.
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In a half-duplex line, only one driver should be enabled at a time. But no mat-
ter how carefully a network is designed, if there are multiple drivers, there’s a
chance that two or more drivers will be enabled at once.

When two or more drivers are enabled and try to pull a line to opposite states,
the result is unpredictable voltages and high currents. Figure 6-5 illustrates.
When Output 1 is a logic high, the signal line has a low impedance to the sup-
ply voltage. If Output 2 switches on and is a logic high, there is no problem.
But a logic-low output has low impedance to ground. The result is a
low-impedance path from the power supply, through Output 1 and Output 2,
to ground. The components draw high currents, and the voltage is likely to be
an undefined logic level. This situation is called line contention.

All RS-485 interface chips include current limiting and thermal shutdown to
protect the chips if more than one driver is enabled at once. TIA-485-A

Figure 6-4: RS-485 supports transmissions up to 10 Mbps, but the higher bit rates 
require shorter cables.
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requires limiting the current to 250 mA. If an output continues to source or
sink high currents, the chip heats up, and eventually the chip’s thermal shut-
down circuits switch the output to a high-impedance state. Of course, this
makes the output unusable until it cools down, but at least the components sur-
vive.
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Interface chips are available to convert between TTL/CMOS and RS-485 logic
levels. RS-232 interfaces can also be converted to RS-485. Converter modules
are available from a variety of sources including B&B Electronics Manufactur-
ing Company (www.bb-elec.com) and R.E. Smith (www.rs485.com).
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Sources for RS-485 interface chips include Intersil Corporation, Linear Tech-
nology, Maxim Integrated Products, National Semiconductor, Sipex Corpora-
tion, Texas Instruments, and Zywyn Corporation. Chips are available with just
about any combination of features and abilities you might want. Check manu-
facturers’ websites for the latest offerings.

Figure 6-5: When two or more outputs are on at the same time, the resulting low 
impedance path from +5V to ground draws high currents and makes the output voltage 
unpredictable.

www.bb-elec.com
www.rs485.com

